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This was not Mary Higgins Clark at her best. I don't ever remember giving her books
less than 5 stars as she usually grabs me from the beginning and keeps me guessing the whole book. In this book I found her main character to be so unbelievable for a modern day
woman who was living and working in New York. I wanted to slap Jenny for her ridiculous and unbelievable choices she made from the beginning. Eric's obsession with Jenny from
the very first was obviously because he had a sick attachment to his mother. A Cry in the Night book. Read 709 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Divorcee
Jenny MacPartland's struggle to support herself and he...Â I absolutely love Mary Higgins Clark and I believe that I have read all of her books (well at least 30), but A Cry in the Night
is one of the shining star of her collection. She takes a very naive woman who is trying hard, as a single mother and working full-time to support her family, and puts her in this
comfortable and convenient position that she just can't say NO to. I've found Mary Higgins Clark to create interesting and beautiful To paraphrase I review I'd recently read concerning
this book A Cry in the Night. 0 0 5 Author: Whit Masterson. E-book. 12:10 a.m. When he pulled the girl out of the darkened car his intentions were simple and terrible. 2:30 a.m. The
tough police lieutenant found that the stolen girl was his daughter. 3:57 a.m. A Shore Patrolman spotted the girl's purse in a trash can outside the window of a Skid Row hotel.
4:20 a.m. There was nothing in the bare hotel room but a torn up bed, a shattered window, a packet of needles, an icepick, and a pair of pliers. It was 5:20 a.m. before the police
picked up the trail again. Language: English Category: Crime Translator: